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ABSTRACT

This report describes some digital computer simulation efforts in a

study of memory systems for two important cases: that of the individual;

the brain; and that of society, the library. A neural system model is

presented in which a complex system is produced by connecting simple hypo-

thetical neurons whose states change under application of a transformation

rule at intervals determined by random time functions. Analogies of such a

system to a library network are drawn. A word-concept model is described

in terms of a master file of linked words and phrases with auxiliary files

linked to the master. Applications of such a model for student exercises

and for library-related and other research projects are discussed. Also

discussed are models for library networks for three different subsystems:

the computer processing center, the role of the human actors, and the dis-

tribution of materials. Such models, though principally developed for

library systems analysis, are useful for their formal properties as memory

system components.

The report provides material of both tutorial and research interest.

Of tutorial interest are the scope of the systems analysis, the advanced

programming system concepts, (e.g., file organization, data types), and

features of programming languages, PL/1, SNOBOL IV, and GPSS/360. Research

interest lie in the particular digital simulation models and the comparative

analysis of memory systems.



I. Introduction

A great deal of interest centers on the study of memory systems. Taken in

its broadest sense that phrase refers to study of organization, functioning,

and utilization of a variety of different kinds of systems: information re-

trieval systems; computer memory; data banks; libraries and library networks;

hypothetical neural systems ("bradns"). Here, we discuss a few examples of

1.

digital computer simulations that we are currently undertaking. The studies

cover a broad area overlapping topics in virtually all the areas just mentioned.

Our goals for the most part are researc; however, we must note a tutorial role.

Parts of our digital simulation modelling for library systems are being de-

signed with the intent of developing tools for usage by students in library

systems analysis. Parts of the "word concept" provide ill_strations of language

data processing and simulation, data structuring, and file organization. An-

0

-)
other tutorial aspect concerns the mmtter of programming ease; librarians, who

me hope will soon be making use of models of their own libraries, cannot be ex-

pected to become computer experts. The question then that must be answered is

whether a serious-minded library school trained individual can perform a reason-

ably comprehensive study on his own or whether he must be backed up by a staff

of researchers and programmers. Our approach often involves use of "highest"

level programming languages (e.g., GPSS/360, SNOBOL IV). Links to conventional

"higher" level programming languages (e.g., FORTRAN, PL/1) and the System 360

Assembly Language are sometimes necessary, but, insofar as possible, they are

to be avoided.



II. Hypothetical Brain Models

Simulation of brain-like systems has been part of the study of Artificial

Intelligence for some time nowl see, for example, Borko (1962), Greenberger

(1962), Green (1963), Wooldridge (1963), Arbib (1964), Fink (19 66). It is

helpful to mention but a few of the titles of the studies in these references:

Reliable Brains from Unreliable Neurons

Resonant Frequencies in Neural Networks

Formation of Concepts by Means of the Automatic-pattern-interconnection

Princiiie

Compiter Simulation of Cognitive Processes

Simulation of Human Thinking

Computer Models of Psychological Processes

Simulation of a Brain

The modelling efforts to be discussed in this section are within this general

framework. The first of these is a model for a system of randomly connected

simple neurons. Part of the reason for our studying such a model is to aid in

the development of formal models for memory systems with possible applications

in the area of information retrieval systems. Such models can be utilized for

formal analysis of reliability, communication, noise analysis, etc. The second

of these is a model for a system of words and phrases interconnected in such a

way as to exhibit, upon program analysis, relationships of word concepts. Such

a model is of interest for semantic analysis, file structuring, and concept

behavior simulation.
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A. "Complex" System Model

Walker and Ashby (1966) discuss what they mean by their "certain

complex systems" in these terms:

1) structurally intricate,

2) structurally rigid,

3) built of simple parts,

4) functionally homogeneous,

5) not influenced by factors outside the system,

6) clocked (quantized time).

"Structurally intricate" in this context implies random connections between the

(large number of) neurons. The "simple parts" refers to the fact that the

neurons exist in either of two states (e.g., the "on" or the "ofe state). The

"functionally homogeneous" refers to that fact that the same transformation rule

(defined in terms of the state of the neuron and its (two) afferents) is identi-

cal for all neurons. Other aspects of the nodels are presumably more trans-

parent. If we single out the "structural intricacy" and the "simple parts" as

being the most important features of the model, we establish continuity with

our further developments.

The model originally proposed by the above authors is easy to program. A

number of elementary additions (e.g., setting the neuron connections, as part

of the program) are also easy to implement. The generalizatioas that we are

interested in (e.g., outside disturbances; random timing of events; different

methods of scoring system behavior, etc.) are not all easy to program. We

therefore decided to utilize the user-oriented programming language GPSS/360.

Let us briefly discuss some aspects of the programming effort.

A basic element of the dynamics of the system (assuming an already estab-

lished set of connections) is the programming of the following decision table



(the transformation rule for changing the state of the neurons):

Ftesent State of Present State of the
Inputs Element

0 1

0 0 e_

0 1 e
2

1 e3

eh.

e5

e6

e7

e8

This can be handled effectively in GPSS through use of a TRANSFER block with

a VARIABLE in the "C" field. The VARIABLE produces an unique value, depending

on the values of three SAVEVALUES, representing the neuron state and the states

of its (two) afferents. Transfer of program control then ensues to a statement

which changes the neuron-state SAVEVALUE. A single transaction may be usea in

a loop with three of its parameters undergoing change and being used in indirect

addressing of the neurons and afferents.

Besides the above set of statements, the only other element of the dynamics

is that of changing the states of the processes. Indirect addressing similar

to the preceding case along with simple assignment statements take care of this

need. Each of the two main phases of the program, as described, can be handled

as an independent chain of blocks in the GPSS program. This makes interpreta-

tion of the program most direct.

The authorfs use of the system is to study development of cyclic (excitatory)

behavior in subsystems, the length of the cycles being one of the points of in-

terest.

Our concern is primarily with generalizations of the simple model. A first

generalization consists in providing for delays in the system. Delays at the
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neurons (i.e., as the neuron changes state) and delays of the'transmission of

the neuron stae sown its processes to other neurons seem like logical exten-

sions of the system. Such delays are assumed to be random time functions and

consequently, the method of sdoring the system's performance can be generalized

from cycles etc., to total excitations at points where a congregation of neurons

are postulated to exist. Synchronization of inputs can be accomplished through

use of MATCH blocks; especially of interest would be cases in which afferent

impulses were postulated to hold only a certain period. Other generaliza-

tions (e.g., using more afferents and "threshold" logic, as does Culbertson

(in Borko, loc. cit.)) might be of interest. Each of these generalizations

make the formal system more library-like: delays at the neurons correspond to

processing delays; delays in transmission of excitation correspond to message

delays; more input channels for some neurons provides a distinction between neu-

rons not unlike the distinctions between relatively busy and non-busy libraries.

B. Word Concept Model

Semantics is a relatively unexplored area of Linguistics, though its impor-

tance is being increasingly stressed. An unabashedly computer approach to a

"theory and simulation of some basic semantic capabilities" is espoused by

Quillian (1967). The basic model, designed principally as a model for lovg-

term memory, consists of system of linked data items: words and word phrases.

The links are of different types and portray relationships between the items.

Figure 1, taken from the paper by W. R. Quillian, illustrates some of these

ideas. PLANT is a principal or "tyre" node; it has pointers to "token" nodes,

represented as being in the same plane. These nodes define, in dictionary style,

the principal node. The token nodes also point to principal nodes outside their

immediate plane (depicted by dashed lines, leaving the plane).

The diagram illustrates the several different kinds of links between token

nodes. These include: dlass metbership (e.g., PLANT 1 is a subclass of
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structure"); modification (not just any kind of structure, but a "live" struc-

ture); conjunctive set (e.g., a structure that is "not live," "with leaves," and

"gets," etc.); disjunctive set (e.g., PLANT 1 or PLANT 2 or PLANT 3); a means of

relating any two tokens through a third (e.g., "food" is related to "air or water

or earth" via a "from" relat:Zon of the "third" type (implying "deriving organiza-

tion").

The basic use to which Quillian has put his model is to compare and contrast

two words. This is done by searching for intersections of nodes. Simple ex-

amples are PLANT-FOOD which intersect on the (type) node LIVE; CRY and COMFORT

intersect on the node SAD. A "syntax" program joins words about the intersec-

tions with some addenda (e.g., the phrase, "among other things") to cone up with

the final product (e.g., "To cry is, among other things, to make a sad sound;

to comfort can be to make someone less sad.").

Our interest in this kind of work has several facets. In the first place,

the linked structure concerts of programming have interest in their own right

and we have been doing.a comparative study of PL/1 and SNOBOL IV as to ease-of-

use, generality, core utilization, etc., in handling such structures. In both

languages we use recursive procedures. In SNOBOL IV, we utilize the programmer-

defined data types, which permit pointer variables as part of the data type. In

PL/1, we call directly upon the pointer variables (embedded in PL/1 structures)

and the tools for manipulating them. Despite differences in syntax of the lan-

guages the data structures and the overall programming logic of the two programs

are remarkedly simi'ar. (We are not prepared at this time to indicate the im-

plications of this for programming ease, as the similarity, in part, may be due

to the fact that may at times be forcing SNOBOL statements into a PL/1 mold and

vice versa.) Our programming effort initially involved data structures which

are somewhat more simple than those of Quillian (e.g., binary trees) but more

general structures are now being treated. Allowing for features that may be of
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little use in a direct programming of a Quillian-like system (e.g., deleting of

nodes; added fields for sorting etc.) have given the effort a broader manipula-

tions scope, consonant with our need for reasonably broad base for comparison.

(Also, sone of these capabilities are needed in another (statistical analysis)

project.)

A second goal of the efforts in this area concerns research via simulation

into semantic capabilities. A hypothetical brain similar to Quillian's,. for the

denotative aspects of language behavior, is to be merged wIth an auxiliary file

system, perhaps of the Inquirer type (Stone et. al., 1966), for the connotative

aspects of language behavior. In such a framework, many aspects of language

performance, e.g., response time, role of affective states, etc., can be simu-

lated.

The third goal of the efforts is to develop materials for student exercises

for both computer science and library school students. Generally speaking, com-

puter science students are ready for the most complex data structures, semantic

analyses, and computer programming system comparisons. Unfortunately, nueh of

the research, particularly in comparative studies, is either out-of-date or

quite superficial; hence a tutorial effort geared for advanced students is

necessary. We have already commented on the difficulties of educating library

school students. Developing approaches for these students that go directly to

the heart of the problems is by no means a slight challenge.
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III. Information Storag,e and Retrieval System Simulations

N. Baker and R. Nance (1968) provide a summary of some of the work done in

the area of simulation of information storage and retrieval systems. They note

that most studies have concentrated on what they call "subsystem Problems"

(e.g., the composition of the descriptor file, etc.), with emphasis being

on how to improve system performance (e.g., "maximizing the relevance ratio,"

minimizing system response time, etc.). Little attention has been paid to the

environment, paxticularly the human elements, i.e., the users and funders of

the system. Our efforts have been directed toward remedying these deficiencies.

Our user-behavior model represents one step; a second step is inclusion of a

library model that provides the environment in which the computer processing

center operates. Together, me have a hierarchy of models at these three levels:

1) Computer processing activities

2) User behavior model

3) Material delivery model

The models are designed to operate as a system. A series of reports is now

being written which will describe in more detail what is being done. Here, we

shall briefly describe some of the features of the models.

A. The Blunt Model

The model of C. Blunt et. al. (1966) is for a computer-processing center.

It can be characterized in the following terms:

1) Operations requiring processing time;

2) Linkages existing between different processing components in the

system;

3) Service units available within the system;

4) Availability of the service units in terms of their reliability

and schedule;

5) Processing load exerted on the system.
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The model is designed to be a "general" model in the sense that mixtures of

different components can be incorporated into the model for any particular

system. It suffers in generality quantitatively (e.g., a limitation on the

number of components) and qualitatively (e.g., inability to specify complex

queue disciplines).

We programmed an example (in GPSS/360) similar to that discussed in Blunt's

paper and have used it for the basis of some of our York on the analysis of the

computer portion of the library network. Reprogramiging in GPSS removes many

restrictions, e.g., the number of facilities, limitations on statistics gather-

ing. Additional effort of a major type involves developing a priority queue

scheduling system to supplamt, at least in part, the rigid externally imposed

scheduling system and FIFO queue discipline of Blunt, et. al.

B. User Behavior Model

Remedying the deficiency of no user description has been discussed pre-

viously (Reilly & Hayes, 1967; Reilly, 1969) and so will be treated very briefly

here. Restricting ourselves to a single class of service (e.g., book materials)

and to a single user, me may describe the t
th

use of the library in the follow-

ing terms:

1) Probability of Consideration to use the library CON
t

2) Estimated Service Time mean NEST
t

Measure of Dispersion SEST
t

Current Value of EST GEST
t

3) Need Time mean (independent of time) MNT

Measure of Dispersion (indep. of time) SNT

Current Value of NT CNT
t

4) Actual Service Time mean (independent of time) MAST

Measure of Dispersion (indep. of time) SAST

Current Actual Service Time CAST
t

5) Convenience Factor mean (independent of time) MCF

Measure of dispersion (indep. of time) CF

Current Value CCF
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The probability, CON
-V

determines whether the library is a likely choice for

solution of a given information need. If the user thinks another source is

more likely, or that the effort to achieve the service from the library is too

great etc., he does not consider use of the library. All decisions except

temporal ones are umbrellaed by CONt. Comparison of need time and expected

service time is viewed as a separate mechanism and is governed by the variables

in 2-3 of the dbove delineation. Both CONt and the variables of EST undergo

changes with experience of the user. Good service and poor service are defined

in terms of a comparison of AST and NT and in terms of the convenience factor.

An accumulation of poor service produces a low value of CONt and (perhaps) a

high MEST; this, to a large degree, keeps the user away from making requests

until better service is provided. Generally, most interest lies in rules of

alteration (for EST variables) that produce an accurate picture of the AST dis-

tribution.

Figure 2 presents a birds-eye view of the kind of output that can be real-

ized from the model. Of course, specific assumptions must be made about the

variables in the model and on request costs and returns from satisfied requests.

The accuracy of perception of the AST distribution is at issue here under dif-

ferent rules of exploitation of the derived information. Note that NEST values

between MAST and MNT appear to be the point of optimal return.

C. Distribution of Materials Within the Network

Libraries, of course, consist basically of materials in "conventional"

forms: books, microfilm, reports, newspapers, etc. Consequently, one of the

most important aspects of library-based information retrieval networks is the

matter of distribution of these resources. Equally important is the distribu-

tion of requests over these materials. These features are accounted for by

means of a catagorization scheme for both users and material items along sub-

ject lines (Reilly, 1968). A cross-fertilization index revealing the extent
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to which various areas of study are similar is required, i.e., the extent to

which a pksiologist seeks biochemical information etc. A representation of

the strengths of the member libraries in the various subject areas is required.

A highly computer-oriented network with rapid message delivery at distant

locations is destined to uncover the elementary contradiction that locating a

material will be a short-time affair, whereas subsequent delivery will be a

long-time affair. Thus, though carry-through of a request from its initial

phases to the final delivery of the materials may become commonplace but not

necessarily smooth. Some form of microreprcduction allowing widespread storage

of materials or remote delivery via facsimile or similar technology may be the

solution to this problem. A below-the-surface problem is that of expansion of

the computer file. The very large size of the present machine-readable file is

rarely appreciated; yet, we can well expect dramatic increases in the size of

this file.

D. Library Models and Human Memory System

D. Borman (1967) lists five operations of human information processing:

1) Sensory transduction

2) Attention and acquisition

3) Short-term memory

4) Long-term memory

5) Retrieval

There are) of course, activities in the library which are analogs to these

processes. Some of them appear more clearly after modelling library systems

and brain models. (This is part of the rationale for studying both kinds of

systems at the same time.) A total systems view for both kinds of systems

brings out the comparisons more sharply. Such a view for a library analyst

would include the human actors in some integral fashion and for a brain modeler

would include stored (e.g., paper) information. A total systems view must not

be so total as to postulate that there is no such thing as a brain and that we



must view all brains in communication with all stored information. This point

of view effectively denies the validity of individual research efforts. This

threat, however, is not the current danger; rather most brain modelling seems

to reside in a shell in which the ideal appears to be the explanation of the

brain's capabilities apart from any environment in which brains naturally tend

to find themselves. An exqpiple of a case where a broader systems view would

have been more advantageous is the following:

To draw strong analogies, however, would be misleading.
Libraries are formal structures with rigidly imposed organiza-
tion; human mernory is chaotic and transient.

When looked upon in comparison with its (ideal) assignment to mirror all re-

corded information, any individual library appears quite "chaotic and transient."

Also the formality of structure and the rigid impositions of organization do not

seem to truly represent the library community today when vast expenditures of

-money and effort are going into development of new techniques. We might add

that even within computer file systems a great deal of "chaotic and transient"

behavior is exhibited (e.g., when an organization has several master files and

only a few of them have indexes to them, or when only a part of them can be

utilized on-line, etc...).

It might be of some value to point out a few of the more commonly recognized

library activities in Dr. Norman's list. We find an analogy to sensory trans-

duction in a process such as that of building of a bibliographic (machine-

readable) file. First, information in book or microfilm etc. form is read

(scanned) by an indexer, with his thoughts transformed to paper. A keypunch

operator translates this sensed message into punched card form. The information

must be transformed again into tape format, whereupon it can be trangmitted ef-

ficiently (by mail) to individual libraries. An analog of attention and ac-

quisition occurs when the new records arrive at the individual library. New

master file records can be added onto the end of the master file. If inverted
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indexes are used (say on subject headings, authors, and titles), a relatively

complex set of operations ensue in which sorting and merging operations take

place. It is in this operation that we see also a kind of short-term memory.

After a period of time, the index records become merged into the index file and

are "lost." A quite complex set of operations are needed to bring those records

back into existence. Manifestations of short-term memory also occur during the

retrieval process, when temporary records are constructed only to vanish when

more permanent traces of them are put down. Another form of short-term memory

might correspond to the latest master-file records that are (perhaps) kept upon

direct access devices, only later to be added to the permanent (long-term memory)

tape files. Long-term memory also manifests itself in terms of paper records,

the card catalog. In order to keep the total file within size bounds, purging

rules are discussed. These correspond to a loss of long-term memory. Retrieval

of records and parts of records is dependent on a program, often designed at a

relatively simple level. However, extensive forms of file exploitation are

under investigation in which heuristics are built in in such a manner that the

program simulates some of the gyrations of the human retrieval process. A

hierarchy of auxiliary files provides "levels of access" to this library-brain.

With time limits placed upon requests, thus restricting the access process and

the heuristics, the output will result in more or less complete and insightful

responses.

Our final note is on the question of the formation of a general memory

systems model. In a very limited sense a programming system of the type of

GPSS, the user-oriented programming language with defined data types and a

limited number of action-oriented statements, along with a set of prescriptions

on howr to use it to simulate a given class of systems constitutes a theory on

that class of systems. This is, of course, not a totally satisfactory theory,

the search for which might well prove to be as elusive as that for a general

theory of (all) systems.
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